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Is your current information management application capable of keeping up with your organization’s growing data? 
What if you could more quickly classify documents and automatically extract the data to drive line-of-business 
applications and decision making across your enterprise? Many data challenges are going unsolved at today’s 
businesses, because traditionally engineered software cannot tackle them.

Enhance efficiency, gain control, and save money with PaperVision®.

Industry Brief: Artificial Intelligence

Extract data automatically from digital files and send it directly to line-of-business applications.

Eliminate hand-keyed data, improving accuracy and saving time on document processing.

Protect your business information and sensitive files using multiple levels of data security.

Increase efficiency and route electronic data automatically through business processes.

Grow employee productivity and relieve manual sorting and classification of documents.

Monitor business processes and securely access information from virtually any device.

Speed up payment processes to leverage early discounts, saving your organization money. 

Reduce the number of processes requiring rekeying of data and manual intervention. 

Utilize business processes 24/7 to optimize operations and maximize efficiency.
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“Findings showed that organizations using AI-powered solutions in addition to 
  Big Data technologies are best able to maximize their data...companies that 
  use AI and Big Data technologies together are measurably better at turning 
  data into information that can be used to solve business problems.”

-Narrative Science



 

For a complete product listing and technical information, please visit: 
www.digitechsystems.com or call toll free 866.374.3569

Automate Manual Tasks
Are you still manually hand-keying information 
into multiple systems? Eliminate routine tasks 
with the PaperVision® Automation Manager ‘bot’. 
This unattended ‘bot’ logs into your applications 
and performs tasks that were previously done by 
human users to eliminate manual tasks.

Integrate Seamlessly
How can you share information across multiple 
systems? With the PaperVision Integration
Manager, it’s easy. This attended ‘bot’ allows you 
to seamlessly share information between various 
LOB applications and PaperVision Enterprise or 
ImageSilo®. Productivity increases when staff no 
longer needs to switch between multiple systems.

Ensure Data Accuracy
Are there often inaccuracies in your data? When 
you let the PaperVision Automation ‘bot’ handle 
data entry, accuracy improves dramatically. Let 
your ‘bot’ perform any number of routine 
tasks—from keying invoice information to 
researching bad addresses—the possibilities
are endless.

Reallocate Labor
What if your staff could focus on business-critical 
tasks instead of tedious routine tasks? Leverage 
the PaperVision Automation Manager and let the 
‘bot’ do the work for you! Free your staff from 
boring repetition and allow them to focus on 
more important work, saving the entire
organization money.

Process Everything
Do you have complex documents? Leverage 
PaperVision® Forms Magic™ Technology and gain 
the ability to ingest and process both paper 
documents as they’re being scanned as well as 
electronic files of many types, including virtually
all image types and PDF files.

Protect Sensitive Data
How secure is your data? Protect your sensitive 
data from prying eyes. When you store your data 
in Enterprise Content Management (ECM) systems 
like PaperVision Enterprise and ImageSilo, you can 
rest assured your data is always safe because it is 
protected under multiple layers of security while in 
transmission and at rest.

“The PaperVision® Forms Magic technology has revolutionized our AP processes! We’ve 
  been able to cut our invoice processing times by more than 75%! We’re saving the 
  organization money and improving relationships with our business partners.
  We love Forms Magic!”

~Jason Sojka, Network and Computer Systems Manager 

Artificial Intelligence is designed to effectively replace human-centric processes allowing organizations to remove 
manual process steps from information management. This increases the likelihood of protecting sensitive 
information and maintaining high standards of data accuracy.

Products Driven by AI are more Efficient than Traditional Software
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